Aga Khan to Speak At Commencement

By Eva May

The Aga Khan, the religious leader of the Shia Ismaili Muslims, will be the next commencement speaker on May 27.

"The Aga Khan stands as a unique figure on the international scene today," President Charles M. Vest said in his announcement of the speaker. "Through private philanthropy, he has enabled the very poor in Asia and Africa to enhance their lives. These efforts are taking place in areas of primary health care, education, housing, and social and economic development. In this role, he upholds Islamic culture and values while building bridges between the western and Muslim societies."

"His commitment to using modern resources for the betterment of his people, and his deep concern for their welfare, make him a fitting place in areas of primary health care, education, housing, and social and economic development. In this role, he upholds Islamic culture and values while building bridges between the western and Muslim societies."

"Aga Khan to Speak At Commencement"

By Daniel C. Stevenson

Beginning next fall, Physics 1 (8.01) will be restructured to include one full-sized lecture and two smaller lectures each week. The new program will replace the current three lectures, two recitation sections, according to program -coordinator Lewin. The new program has met some concern that the course "has become primarily a mechanism for discussion, but will be the primary means of instruction for the course," said the course. However, the program has met with some opposition from students and faculty. Professor Walter H. G. Lewin, who has taught 8.01 for three of the past four years, feels that the new course "will fail short of what it wants to achieve," in terms of quality of teaching. The program at Princeton University was selected as the model, Cartwright said. "It inevitably works better to do the teaching in groups with smaller numbers," said Princeton Professor Joseph Taylor, who recently taught their equivalent to MIT. However, he said that it is some concern that the course "has become primarily a mechanism for teaching physics programs," and that less time is spent on discussing important concepts.

The committee, headed by Busza, contacted several universities about their physics programs. A program at Princeton University was selected as the model, Cartwright said. "It inevitably works better to do the teaching in groups with smaller numbers," said Princeton Professor Joseph Taylor, who recently taught their equivalent to MIT. However, he said that it is some concern that the course "has become primarily a mechanism for teaching physics programs," and that less time is spent on discussing important concepts.

The group will address a variety of options on how to find a solution to the budgeting crisis. "Right now there are a lot of promising possibilities regarding the solution to the problem," Elliot said. "I think maybe we can put together a UROP for New Action on Racism"

By Muazzzq M. Qubbaj

"Now is the time to act," declared Coretta Scott King as she spoke in Kresge last Friday. "Reject thugs who call you 'nigger' ... and drug abuse. Take a pro-active approach against racism."

Coretta Scott King presents the keynote address at MIT's 20th annual celebration of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., her deceased husband, in Kresge Auditorium.

King, the widow of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., joined students and faculty in MIT's 20th annual celebra-

KING CALLS FOR NEW ACTION ON RACISM

By Muazzzq M. Qubbaj

"Now is the time to act," declared Coretta Scott King as she spoke in Kresge last Friday. "Reject thugs who call you 'nigger' ... and drug abuse. Take a pro-active approach against racism."

Coretta Scott King presents the keynote address at MIT's 20th annual celebration of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., her deceased husband, in Kresge Auditorium.

King, the widow of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., joined students and faculty in MIT's 20th annual celebra-

Racial and economic injustice are "inseparable twins," King said, quoting her husband's words during the significance of the celebration's theme, "The Movement for Economic and Social Justice: 1994 and Beyond."

"It took me twenty years to get here, but I'm here and I'm proud to be here," King began.
**World & Nation**

**Rise in Temp Workers Leads To Sharp Fall in Job Security**

By James Rosen

Los Angeles Times

Washington

The hiring of temporary and part-time workers without health benefits broadened in 1994, and the rate of growth in full-time employment during the nation's fledgling economic recovery, leading to a sharp decrease in job security in the United States during the year.

Economists say that the jobless rate was just 3.5 percent in 1993, but fell to 2.9 percent in 1994. The unemployment rate includes people who are unemployed and those who were not in the labor force because of school, health, family, or personal reasons.

For those of you who worry about the nation's trade deficit with Japan, this is a battle that is raging just now between the United States and Europe, and in all the other parts of the world that have been exposed to the sur-}

---

**Weather**

**Some Snow, Then Warming**

By Michael Morgan

Los Angeles Times

San Francisco

A cyclone will pass west of the area late tonight and then begin intensifying east of Boston tomorrow morning. While there is no chance of rain, the snowfall potential will be the most for significant snowfall, the potential exists for a few hours of light to moderate snow showers early or late tomorrow morning. The temperature will remain below freezing for at least 19 hours.

Wednesday: Morning snow ending, becoming windy and colder. High 27°F (-3°C). Low 17°F (-9°C).

---

**Senator Kennedy's GOP Rivals Caught in Sniping Match**

The Republicans riving for the right to take on Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., in the fall seem determined to decimate each other by spring.

The sniping started earlier this month with a campaign kickoff by Mitt Romney, a Boston business consultant and son of former Michi-}

can Gov. George Romney. Even before Romney declared an "example of Japan's efforts to keep foreign companies from gaining a foothold in its lucrative market, the Canadian government's telec-

communications company to sell cellular telephones in a 155-mile swathe from Toronto to Toronto.

The Japanese government has been engaged in these talks on cellular telephones for a very long time," he said. "But it is a necessary step in the process of modernizing the United States and in Europe in all the other parts of the world that have been exposed to the sur-}

---

**Clinton to Cite Japanese Violations of Telecom Pact**

By James Steinberg

Washington

With trade talks between Japan and White House official said yesterday the Clinton administration intends to declare Japan in violation of a telecommunications agreement — a move that could come as early as next week in a campaign to pressure Japan to improve its trade relations.

With the declaration expected to be announced by the office of President Clinton and Japan to not be embarked on a "diplomatic trading" war, saying, "I think it's too soon to think long and hard about it."

White House officials said the declaration of violations is a move with an effort by Mecca Inc. to sell cellular telephone service in the Tokyo vicinity is not tied directly to the breakdown last Friday in U.S.- Japanese trade relations.

But the deadline for action Tuesday was set to coincide with any precautionary measures that administration officials said were last week under consider-

ation, and the avoiding state of Washington's voting Friday afternoon in Tokyo give added weight to the Missouri compliance. "The Clinton administration is making a "watching stance," a statement of potential action Japan can follow. Placing tariffs on Japanese compliance with the administration's plan to "is a very clear indication," the prime minister said.

With the declaration, specific punitive action Japan can follow. Placing tariffs on Japanese compliance with the administration's plan to "is a very clear indication," the prime minister said.

The Economic Report of the President, released by the White House yesterday, said part-time employment was 5 percent in the last three years, while full-time payrolls have increased by just 1.7 percent. At the same time, the percentage of the work force cov- ered by health care benefits is declining after rising slightly in 1988.

The administration also said that, contrary to popular belief, the reces-

sion of early 1990 was not dormant and may take several years to return. Rather, blue-collar workers suffered much more than their white-collar counterparts.

Middle-class anxiety was a hot topic in the analysis of economic recovery, and the perception among voters that this recession was different and much worse than other post-World War II downturns led themselves Clinton and White House. For the first time, big cor-

---

**Doctor Helps Canadian Woman Commit Suicide**

THE WASHINGTON POST

Toronto

A 43-year-old Canadian woman who turned her debilitating illness into a national crusade for the right to die, has apparently had the last word.

Sue Rodriguez, who in 1991 was found to have the degenerative nerve condition known as Lou Gehrig's disease, died Saturday at her home in British Columbia. The woman's husband and 9-year-old son, who were absent during Rodriguez's death, were present when she died by lethal injection.

Canadian Mounted Police have announced an investigation into her death. Rodriguez' nerve condition known as Lou Gehrig's disease, died Saturday at her home in British Columbia. The death has been described as peaceful and with no signs of struggle.

The woman's husband and 9-year-old son, who were absent during Rodriguez's death, were present when she died by lethal injection.

Canadian Mounted Police have announced an investigation into her death.

---

**Packwood Seeks Further Delay In Release of Diaries**

THE WASHINGTON POST

Washington

Sen. Robert Packwood, R-Ore., carried to a higher court yesterday his request for a speedy ruling by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals here, Packwood also sought a delay in any release of his personal diaries to the Senate Ethics Committee for use in its investigation of misconduct.

Packwood, who is on trial for perjury and obstruction of justice, said he had shared a last meal Friday evening with the Clinton administration plans to declare Japan in violation of a telecommunications agreement — a move that could come as early as next week in a campaign to pressure Japan to improve its trade relations.

Sen. Packwood, who is on trial for perjury and obstruction of justice, said he had shared a last meal Friday evening with Clinton administration plans to declare Japan in violation of a telecommunications agreement — a move that could come as early as next week in a campaign to pressure Japan to improve its trade relations.

---

**Middle-class anxiety was a hot topic in the analysis of economic recovery, and the perception among voters that this recession was different and much worse than other post-World War II downturns led themselves Clinton and White House. For the first time, big corporations no longer seemed like safe havens for middle managers.**
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The administration also said that, contrary to popular belief, the recession of early 1990 was not dormant and may take several years to return. Rather, blue-collar workers suffered much more than their white-collar counterparts. Middle-class anxiety was a hot topic in the analysis of economic recovery, and the perception among voters that this recession was different and much worse than other post-World War II downturns led themselves Clinton and White House. For the first time, big corporations no longer seemed like safe havens for middle managers. While full-time payrolls have increased by just 1.7 percent. At the same time, the percentage of the work force covered by health care benefits is declining after rising slightly in 1988.

The administration also said that, contrary to popular belief, the recession of early 1990 was not dormant and may take several years to return. Rather, blue-collar workers suffered much more than their white-collar counterparts. Middle-class anxiety was a hot topic in the analysis of economic recovery, and the perception among voters that this recession was different and much worse than other post-World War II downturns led themselves Clinton and White House. For the first time, big corporations no longer seemed like safe havens for middle managers. While full-time payrolls have increased by just 1.7 percent. At the same time, the percentage of the work force covered by health care benefits is declining after rising slightly in 1988.
Albright: Diplomacy Alone Won't Bring Peace in Bosnia

By Stanley Meisler and Norman Kempster

WASHINGTON, Feb. 15

Trumpeting the new resolution of the Council of Europe, U.S. Ambassador Madeleine K. Albright told the U.S. Security Council yester-
day that the international community should shun the slaughter in Sarajevo and the war in Bosnia unless it is "backed by a will to use force against the offenders." In a speech to the council during its emergency session yesterday, the U.S. ambassador also warned the Bosnian Serbs that they would face retalia-
tion for their "repulsive crimes against innocent civilians and refugees." TheWhite House welcome and promise of greater U.S. aid resulted from a detailed rebuttal to last Tuesday’s finding by a military judge that Kealio had verdicted guilty of the crime of desecrating the grave of a fallen soldier and sentenced him to 20 years in prison. The judge also found that Kealio had knowledge of the misconduct. President Clinton praised the investigation of the nad by the United Nations and the U.S. military. The investigation found that Kealio had knowledge of the misconduct in dissembling charges against the last three U.S. soldiers to face court-martial in the scandal.

Jewish Agency Official Charged with Fraud

THE WASHINGTON POST

February 14, 1994

Sima Dinitz, chairman of the quasi-governmental Jewish Agency and an ambassador to Washington in the 1970s, was charged yesterday with fraud and breach of trust involving personal use of agency credit cards. Dinitz announced he is taking a paid leave of absence to fight the charges and said he is innocent.

The indictment, following a long police investigation, charged that, during visits abroad, Dinitz, 64, made personal purchases at agency expense and used agency money to pay for his expenses. Dinitz was accused of using a credit card issued by the agency, and also misused a credit card from a home improvement company.

In Israeli media reports over the last year, Dinitz has been described as a high-flying executive who ignored warnings that he was using agency funds to pay for his personal expenses. Dinitz was a former member of the Israeli intelligence service.

Mendell Kaplan, chairman of the agency board of governors, said the investigation over the last year had not affected the agency’s mission. But he said that Kealio’s resignation showed that Dinitz reflected poorly on an organization that is dependent on donations from Jews around the world.

Trial of Accused Florida Serial Killer Set to Begin

LOS ANGELES TIMES

February 14, 1994

The gruesome serial killings of five college students — crimes that shocked the nation and terrorized a North Florida town three and a half years ago — will be revisited in court today as a 30-year-old man accused of killing them in 1991 is to face trial.

Danny Harold Bolling, 39, is charged with five counts of murder in the stabbing deaths of five college students over a 21-day period beginning at the beginning of the fall term at the University of Florida.

The crimes were — the apartments where the victims lived — were destroyed by fire and had been burned to the ground.

The man, who was identified as a serial killer by the police, has been linked to several other crimes, including a triple murder.

Bolling, the son of retired police officer, already is serving a life prison sentence for pleading guilty in 1991 to a grocery store robbery and has been identified as a serial killer by the police.

The man was charged and convicted of the Gainesville slayings, the state will ask that he be executed.

Challenges

Pledges Increase In Aid to Pakistan

WASHINGTON, Feb. 15

President Clinton, praising Kazakhstan’s economic reforms and its decision to sign a nuclear nonproliferation treaty, said today that the U.S. will increase its aid to the former Soviet republic by several hundred million dollars.

At a press conference with Kazakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev, used the pledge of the increased economic aid and U.S. support in the fight against terrorism to promote a new nuclear nonproliferation treaty and to encourage the republic to continue piping its oil through Russia rather than Iran.

The White House said it wants to improve relations with the new Central Asian nation and reduce U.S. dependence on oil from Russia. The White House also wants to improve relations with the new Central Asian nation and reduce U.S. dependence on oil from Russia.

With the White House to reduce its share of oil from Russia, the new Central Asian nation and reduce U.S. dependence on oil from Russia.

With the White House to reduce its share of oil from Russia, the new Central Asian nation and reduce U.S. dependence on oil from Russia.

With the White House to reduce its share of oil from Russia, the new Central Asian nation and reduce U.S. dependence on oil from Russia.

With the White House to reduce its share of oil from Russia, the new Central Asian nation and reduce U.S. dependence on oil from Russia.
Opinion

Letters To The Editor

Recruitment of Minority Students Gives Graded View of Reality

The specter of MIT administrators beating their chests in anguish because of the paucity of underrepresented minorities here is becoming a regular feature for The Tech. Your article on minority graduate student enrollment ("MIT Unchanged in Minority PhDs,") Feb. 11 has some pristine quotes, "If there are any excellent students of color out there, we ought to be able to attract them," enlarge scope of "Colbert associates dean of the Graduate School. Beautiful sentiment, but unfortunately the commonly sought PhD is in education. Is Colbert proposing that we start an education school?" Clarence Williams, special assistant to the president and assistant equal opportunity officer. "The problem lies in departments that make the decisions." Would the problem be fixed if departments accepted every minority student who applied? Apparently not, Colbert returns to claim. Society is at fault. He wants to "point [sec- tion] to policy," ["MIT Unchanged in Minority PhDs", Feb. 8] has some prize quotes. "If there are any excellent students of color out there, we ought to be able to attract them," enlarge scope of "Colbert associates dean of the Graduate School. Beautiful sentiment, but unfortunately the commonly sought PhD is in education. Is Colbert proposing that we start an education school?" Clarence Williams, special assistant to the president and assistant equal opportunity officer. "The problem lies in departments that make the decisions." Would the problem be fixed if departments accepted every minority student who applied? Apparently not, Colbert returns to claim. Society is at fault. He wants to "point [sec- tion] to policy," ["MIT Unchanged in Minority PhDs", Feb. 8] has some prize quotes. "If there are any excellent students of color out there, we ought to be able to attract them," enlarge scope of "Colbert associates dean of the Graduate School. Beautiful sentiment, but unfortunately the commonly sought PhD is in education. Is Colbert proposing that we start an education school?"

Stevenson Mistaken In Praises of Rushdie

To bring the argument present- ed in "In Defense of Blasphemy" [Counter- point, Jan. 1994], to a more constructive level and Welllesley Professor Tony Martin, but also assumes the stage of the decorative text The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews (written by The Nation of Islam, not Martin himself, as Stevenson inaccurately asserts) in his history class. If Stevenson read my article carefully, he would have noticed that I wrote that "the question over The Secret Relationship and the new The Jewish Onslaught: Detachments from the idea of Battlefront is a question of scholarship." Then, I feel that there is a clear distinction between freedom of speech and academic freedom, but I am vehemently opposed to any expression of hate. An example of a speech code would be if Wellesley College decided to ban "insensitive speech." As I wrote in my article, "it is more dangerous however to suppress these ideas and drive them underground than to have them confronted head-on, in public." Presumably, Martin's usage of the ambiguous and inflammatory public statements are being bun- ned with more free speech, as they should be. Second, Stevenson is mistaken in his assertion that "Rushdie, not Martin, deserves the Sonu G, Andrew". Although Stevenson, in his ecstasies of Rushdie, tries to justify his advocacy of grant- ing rushdie the right to express contro- versial opinions." The same can be said about Rushdie himself. Should we shed tears for a "he" in his column. Although a vali- dation of Rushdie's ideas, the same argument could be made for Martin, whose "greatness" and position of tenured professorship at Wellesley College is mostly due to his research on Marcus Garvey. It is interesting that Stevenson respects The Sonu G, Andrew, which is taught in a Wellesley English class, by calling it fusion with a "pos- sible historical setting" and feels that the same can be said about bigots like Martin. Stevenson should not advocate respect for these bigots. Rather, he should speak out against all bigotry (i.e. not Rushdie) as he has, in a few years, he was raised to do. Third, Stevenson repeatedly missed the "he" in his column. Although I prefer to be addressed as either "Miss" or "Ms." Samira Kian

Editor in Chief Counterpoint

Opinion Policy

Editorials, printed in a distinctive format, are the official opin- ions of The Tech. They are written by the editorial board, which con- sists of the chairman, editor in chief, managing editor, executive editor, and several editors. Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editors. Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and reproduce the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the news- paper. Letters to the editor are written by individuals and are printed in a distinctive format, are the opinions of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper. Let- ters are not to be typed, double- spaced and not addressed to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, or by interdepartmental mail to the Tech W20-438. Electronic submissions in plain text format may be mailed to letters@the-tech.mit.edu. All submissions are due by 4 p.m. two days before the date of publication. Letters and cartoons must bear the author's signatures, address- es, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be sent anonymously without the author's prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or reject any letters. Unsolicited letters will be given higher priority. Once submitted, all letters become property of the Tech. The Tech will not be returned. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we receive. To Reach Us

Electronic mail is the easiest way to reach any member of our staff. Mail to specific departments may be sent to the following addresses on the Internet: ads@the-tech.mit.edu, newsdesk@tech.mit.edu, arts@the-tech.mit.edu, tech@mit.edu, and sites@the-tech.mit.edu. For other matters, send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu, and it will be directed to the appropriate person.
The Psychology behind the Citibank Classic Visa card: The emotional security of the Photocard, now with No Annual Fee.

The Citibank Classic Visa instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. Some experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the first credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"—a common response to the photo on one's Student ID.) It's an immediate form of ID, a boost to your self-image. Of course if your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it, you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit Card Theft Nervosa). Other experts point to other services, such as The Lost Wallet Service that can replace your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Customer Service line, your hotline if you will, for any card-related anxiety whatsoever. Further analysis reveals three services that protect the services you make on the Citibank Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase (preventing, of course, Insecurity). 2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years. 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150 (hence no Post Purchase Depression). Special student savings are particularly therapeutic. For example, you can receive a $20 Airfare Discount on any domestic flight. (Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a possibility.) Not to mention savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4% and No Annual Fee. Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit card history. So, call 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't need a job or cosigner) or to have your photo added to your Citibank Classic Visa card. If we say that a sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound financial independence the third, don't be crazy...Call. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the remainder based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases is 15.4% as of 1/94. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum finance charge for each cash advance transaction equals 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Minicards are provided by Town & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. © 1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity.

MIT Minority Career Fair
DuPont Gymnasium
Friday, February 25, 1994
12:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Visual Basic
Microsoft Mouse
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Works
Microsoft Mail
Microsoft 

At Microsoft, the opportunities are great, no matter which direction you go. We give you the best of both worlds: a chance to work with others towards a common goal, while still harnessing your freedom to do things smarter and better. Some talk to us. Because we genuinely believe our best years are ahead. And so are yours. When you look down the road, what could be cooler than changing the world?
GSC to Sponsor Student Forum on Harassment

By Sarah Y. Keightley

The Graduate Student Council will sponsor a student-run panel Wednesday to discuss the Institute's recently-abrogated policies and procedures concerning harassment.

"After the [harassment] guide came out, there was a fair amount of discussion ... but there was not enough discussion between people who had somewhat opposing views to see what middle ground could be reached," said Anand Mehta G, the event's organizer.

The main goal of the forum is "to try to go forward — understand what exists now and [see] how to improve it," said Mehta, who is also a former GSC president.

The panel will include Jennifer E. Carson '94, a member of Students against Sexual Harassment; Adam L. Dershowitz, a member of the Student Association for Freedom of Expression; and Anne S. Tiao '94, Undergraduate Association vice president. There will also be one panelist who has attended one of the training sessions that was created along with harassment guide last fall.

The forum will take place in 6-120, from 5 to 7:30 p.m.

Discussion to clarify process

The panelists will try to clarify the policies and procedures which address harassment, Mehta said. One main policy concern is the distinction between harassment and a restriction on the freedom of expression.

"Students have complained that harassment procedures are lacking, with respect to a centralized complaint-handling office, a mechanism for formal grievance procedures, and centralized record keeping of harassment cases," Mehta said. There is nothing comparable to the Committee on Discipline for harassment, he added.

During a training session for supervisors, Associate Provost of Institute Life Samuel J. Keyser gave some reasons for MIT's decentralization system for dealing with harassment, Mehta said.

Keyser explained that a centralized office of five to 10 people "would easily be overworked," according to Mehta. The community would shift most of the responsibility and burden to the office, and it would be more difficult to stop milder forms of harassment that could be settled on a supervisor level.

The forum seeks to receive this and other student concerns by finding a "middle ground," Mehta said. Tiao hopes the forum will raise awareness along with constructive discussion and debate. They want to hear what students believe the harassment guide does not satisfy, she said.

Mehta organized the event, with help from the GSC Housing and Community Affairs Committee. The GSC invited several administrators to the forum, and it is open to everyone in the MIT community.

Since the inception of the supervisor training program, five students have gone through training and are legally qualified mediators, Mehta said. So far, he continued, Keyser said they cannot act as complaint handlers for legal reasons.

OUTSTANDING SCIENCE
IS OUR CULTURE.

JOIN US ON CAMPUS
INFORMATION SESSION
ROOM 4-125, 6:00-7:00 PM
(refreshments will be served).
MIT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION JOB FAIR
Friday, February 25, Dupee Gym, 12:00-6:00 PM.
Interviews, Monday, February 28
To sign up for interviews, visit your Career Resources Center or stop by our Information Session.

• Manufacturing
• Process Sciences
• Quality Assurance
• Quality Control
• Research

Post-Doctoral opportunities are also available.

Genentech offers an exceptional benefits package which includes fully paid medical/dental/vision coverage for you and your dependents, and free health club membership. If unable to meet with us on campus, send your resume to Genentech, Inc., Human Resources, Dept TS-MIT, 460 Point San Bruno Blvd., South San Francisco, CA 94080. As a part of the Genentech commitment to diversity, we actively support and promote affirmative action and equal employment opportunity. We encourage minorities and women in apply.
Graduation Speaker Chosen

Speaker, from Page 1
South Asia, East Africa, and the Middle East. They now also live in Europe and North America," according to the AKPIA biography of the Aga Khan.

49th Imam of the Ismaili Muslims
The Aga Khan, whose title is His Highness Prince Karim Aga Khan IV, became the 49th Imam (Spiritual Leader) of the Ismaili in 1957. He directs the Aga Khan Development Network, "a nexus of organizations working to improve living conditions and opportunities in specific regions of the developing world," according to the biography. The Network deals mainly with issues of health care, education, housing, and rural economic development. In 1979, he established the Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture at MIT and Harvard — where he graduated with an honors degree in Islamic history in 1959 — with an initial gift of more than $11.5 million.

"The Aga Khan has provided endowed funds to support faculty, students, and library development in perpetuity," according to an AKPIA brochure. "He has also provided annually renewed funding for various activities that will stimulate interest, encourage research, and develop information resources both for historians of architecture and for the architects and urbanists who are now planning and building in I slamic societies."

Shoot photos for The Tech! Send email to josh@tech.mit.edu.

This isn't how our people get their training.

At S3, we're out to revolutionize the desktop industry. To us, inhibiting people means inhibiting progress. We provide an aggressive, hands-on training environment which involves working directly with talented and seasoned Engineers. The results — technologically innovative products like third generation accelerators that integrate full graphics functionality, mainstream graphics and multimedia extensions. If you're looking for the alternative to a stagnant and bureaucratic working environment, come to S3.

The following openings are at our corporate headquarters in Santa Clara, CA for Engineers graduating with a BS/MS in EE/CS:

HARDWARE ENGINEERS + SOFTWARE ENGINEERS

We'll be conducting interviews on the MIT campus March 11th. Drop by the Career Services Office to sign up for interviews, and to obtain additional information on S3 Incorporated.

If you are unable to meet with us March 11th, please send your letter and resume to: S3 Incorporated, Attn: College Relations, 2770 San Tomas Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051 or FAX it to (408) 980-6449. EOE.

Graduate Student Council

Graduate Student Council Forum Announcement

All members of the MIT community are welcome.

Date: Wednesday, Feb. 16
Time: 5:00-7:30
Place: 6-120
(refreshments 5:00-5:15)

Are you concerned about the MIT Harassment policy and procedures?

Come to an open panel discussion to share your views with the MIT community.

Student panelists will lead a discussion about what is and what should be the way MIT deals with harassment.

For information, call the GSC office, x-2195, or send email to gsc-request@mit.edu

Fun!

Weary travellers, rejoice! Thou art welcomed unto yon Medieval Manor this fortnight hence, to dine at the Master's table and to delight in the revelry there. The cost is mere 20 pieces of the King's good silver, the which thou mayest pay by cheque unto the GSC starting e'en upon the morrow. Wait not, lest the table be set with nary a place for thee! (Contact Stan Reiss, sjreiss@mit for details.)

Next Week: APPC meeting

Academic Projects and Policy Committee

Deadline for Spring Term Funding Board Applications is Feb. 18!
package that will minimize the impact.

Another solution would be to add $2 million to the general operating budget and dedicate it to UROP. This is "a possibility, but a very difficult one," Wrighton said, sighting MIT's budget deficit as the main problem.

Another idea, trimming $2 million from the $50 million budget for the schools of Science and Engineering, would be equally difficult, Wrighton said. Most UROP projects are already at the limits of their budgets, and even small cuts could be dangerous if MIT wishes to retain its excellence in these fields, he said.

Yet another solution would be to reduce funds from MIT's endowment, but this would be dangerous for even graver problems. Current Institute policy dictates that only about four-and-a-half percent of every dollar of endowment principal may be spent on MIT enterprises, according to Wrighton.

At this rate, MIT would need a 50 million endowment increase to cover the $200 million cut in revenue that Wrighton said was "amassing this sum would be an unalloyed success." He added: "But unrealistic in the short run."

Instead, Wrighton looked toward other foundations, and government agencies. He specifically mentioned the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as possible donors.

"These agencies "have a major stake in everything possible to get the government regulation reinterpreted." However, the working group will "also behave as if there will be no new funding," Merritt added.

In addition to any action taken by the Institute, Wrighton encouraged students to write their congressional representatives in an attempt to renegotiate the regulation. "I believe that communications like these ... will be important in providing an educational base on which these people can make informed decisions," Wrighton said.

Through well-organized letters and a coordinated effort, students will be able to inform congressmen and others of "not only the nature, but the magnitude of the problem," Wrighton said.
tumbleweed-garden

Firehose Tavern

By Mark Hurst

SO, HOW DO YOU LIKE LIVING IN A FRAT?

"FRAT" IS OFTEN USE.

YOU CAN'T JUST SHORTEN THINGS. WOULD

YOU CALL YOUR MOTHER A "MUTT?" YOUR FATHER

A "FAH?" YOUR —

NO, BUT I WOULD CALL A POTENTIOMETER A "POT."

DISPOSE, MAD DOG.

tumbleweed-garden

PHANTASY

Firehose Tavern By Mark Hurst

SO, HOW DO YOU LIKE LIVING IN A FRAT?

"FRAT" IS OFTEN USE.

YOU CAN'T JUST SHORTEN THINGS. WOULD

YOU CALL YOUR MOTHER A "MUTT?" YOUR FATHER

A "FAH?" YOUR —

NO, BUT I WOULD CALL A POTENTIOMETER A "POT."

DISPOSE, MAD DOG.

pawan sinha

Valentine's Day Mail

Harvard

By very own Winston. Euphoric visions of sensuous ecstasy

flash past my eyes: every time an upstairs

I know now what Thoreau meant when he talked of a wild changing passion thing

I love you, my baby!

Catherine Keesmaat.

b.u.

in love boy

I'm getting warm and co...so

To you can't wait till we meet and I get to

night your ear in love again.

I'm yours, dearest!

Linda "Seo" Lush

M.I.T.

Star Market

After Valentine's Day Sale

All V-Day Candy Half-Off!

Big Hearts $1.99 $1.99

Small Hearts $1.79 $1.89

Broken Hearts FREE

Yes!

Joe Fantone

(manager)

Having trouble with school or work?

Are you easily distracted?

Do you have difficulty concentrating?

These and other symptoms of Attention Deficit Disorder

Can now be treated without drugs

Using a program of EEG Biofeedback Training

For more information, contact:

Neurodevelopment Associates, Inc.

Sewan M. Brofman, Ed.D.

Mass. Licensed Psychologist

860-7211

VS

HealthY Males, Non-Smokers, 18-45

Volunteers needed for a medical research program

utilizing a natural plant extract. Payment is $500.00 upon

completion of the program. Please call 734-1300 Ext. 496.

healthy males, non-smokers, 18-45

Volunteers needed for a medical research program

utilizing a natural plant extract. Payment is $500.00 upon

completion of the program. Please call 734-1300 Ext. 496.

The Technology

Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Box 659501, Redwood Shores, CA 94065. E-mail: idyvan@us.oracle.com / FAX: 415-506-1073 / PHONE: 415-506-6991

Equal talent will always get equal opportunity.
King Condemns Racism, Challenges Audience

February 15, 1994

King, from Page 1

King said that economic empowerment is the key to greater racial harmony today, reminding the audi- ence that Rev. King was assassinated in a labor union organizing cam- paign questioning the "good of sitting on an integrated counter if you can't afford the meal."

Oppose violence and hatred

King condemned racism as a trap that ensnares its victims in poverty, urban decay, and crime. Racism lies in searing doubts, preventing schools from realizing their potential and divining those who would never share a common goal, she said.

King said. Society is a vibrant mosaic of all cultures, rather than a melting pot of races, that can survive only if the required multicultural unity is present, she said. She saw this unity as an "essential tool for personal, political and economic empowerment."

King then challenged the stu- dents in the audience to "rise up and demand" that schools from meeting their potential and they would "precipitate less violence" in the long run.

King implored students to move away from their own and their gov- ernments' "material-centered values" to people-centered values. She dared them to embrace her vision of "children being safe and secure. ... You begin to love" and to pursue their dream of a "new national commu- nity."

As she concluded her address, King commended Vest for his "welcome innovations" at MIT and said that she looks forward to a report on the accomplishments of Vest's committee by next year's ceremonies.

However, King added, "You haven't done enough yet, and you're not alone in that." She said that MIT can further become a leader in muri- ting a healthy form of diversity that would benefit the entire community by "preparing them to live in a multi-cultural society."

She also predicted that applying King's "vision of unity in an America we aspire to achieve," said Vest about racial diversity at MIT before intro- ducing King.

"As one moves across the under- graduate, the graduate, and the fac- ulty bodies, one can see an increas- ingly distorted reflection of the America we aspire to achieve," Vest said.

Expressing his belief that "something can be done," Vest proposed change at MIT and announced the appointment of a presidential Committee on Campus Race Relations that would strive to "enhance an environment of mutual respect.

He also announced the establish- ment of a professorship that would carry the name of Robert R. Taylor, MIT's first African American grad- uate student.

King commended Vest for his "welcome innovations" at MIT and said that she looks forward to a report on the accomplishments of Vest's committee by next year's ceremonies.

In the short speeches that fol- lowed, an MIT/Wellesley Upward Bound student and two MIT stu- dents conveyed their concerns regarding the interracial tensions that continue to plague society. The students expressed their indebtedness to Dr. King for "who he was, what he has done, and what he continues to do for all the black children in America." Moreover, they all urged the urgent need to face up to the challenges of today's world, challenges that seem very similar to those of the past.
CATCH THE WORLD WITH GRUNDIG

Wherever and whenever news is happening, Grundig will be there with digital technology that stretches to the farthest corners of the globe, brings back the news with striking clarity, before the ink has dried on the newsprint.

The YB-400 has been described as the ideal shortwave radio with superior FM and audio quality. The continuous shortwave from 1.6 to 30 MHz covers all existing shortwave bands with no tuning gaps. Amateur radio plus military and commercial air-to-ground and ship-to-air broadcasts on shortwave are also within reach. FM stereo, AM and longwave multiply your tuning options. Phase-Lock-Loop (PLL) frequency, synthesized tuning and digital display assure solid frequency stability.

40 memories mean the YB-400 remembers your favorite stations even if you forget. Multi-functional LCD simultaneously displays time, frequency, band and more. The keypad itself is a marvel of performance. It’s intelligently designed and easy to use. While overseas or traveling close to home, Grundig will help you get to breakfast on time, with a programmable alarm. Also features receptacles for external antenna and headphones (9V AC adapter not included). It’s no wonder that this impressive radio is rated at the top of its class.

If you have experience with Unix, Object-Oriented Programming, C, C++ and relational databases, we want to hear from you!

We seek individuals with diverse academic and extracurricular backgrounds, the communication and analytical skills to translate user needs into software solutions, and an aptitude and interest in programming and mathematics. Candidates must be motivated self-starters who function well under pressure, learn quickly, and work well in teams.

Using cutting-edge computer hardware and software, our technologists give traders and risk managers access to enormous amounts of information and analytical capability. We are looking for individuals who will enable us to continue our technological leadership in the securities industry.

We will be holding on-campus interviews on Wednesday, February 23, 1994.

Please immediately fax or mail a cover letter and resume to:

Human Resources • Technology Recruiting
Swiss Bank Corporation
141 W. Jackson Blvd.
7th Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312-554-5047 FAX

Email Address: recruiting@il.us.swissbank.com.
New 8.01 to Feature 20 Smaller Lectures

8.01, from Page 1

the course," Lewin said. But with 20 separate lecturers, the quality of instruction will vary from class to class, and students might "get stuck with mediocre teaching," he said.

Lewin also disagrees with the new policy which does not allow transfers between lecturers. "A large number of students are going to be unhappy," and forbidding transfers is an "insult to the students," he said.

Elizabeth Cooper, administrative officer for the physics department, countered, "Anytime you change a course like this there are always going to be people who think it's going to work and people who think it's not going to work.

The change was not necessarily because the course needed to be fixed, but the department "just wanted to try something that more actively involved the students in the teaching and learning process," Cooper said.

However, Lewin feels that the current version of 8.01 works well. "It's not going to work," he said. "8.01 ain't broke."

Not enough discussion

"While I think that these changes have some interesting aspects, I don't believe that students have had enough of an opportunity to comment on them," said Raajnish A. Chitaley '95, head of the Undergraduate Association Committee on Educational Policy.

"It seems that the physics department used a rather unorthodox and closeted approach" in changing the course, said UA President Hans C. Godfrey '93. "There has not been enough community-wide discussion."

Students expressed concern over some of the other changes to 8.01. "There are not going to be 20 great professors," said Daniel P. Quinn '94.

"Some people coming to need a better teacher than others," he said.

In response to the new work policy, Randall T. Whitman '94 said, "Problem sets are pretty important to 8.01" for learning the material. "There should also be more classroom hours in the new program, he said.

Course changes explained

The full-sized lectures will primarily present demonstrations and "perhaps a little bit of a global philosophical outline" for the course, according to Busza, who will be the primary lecturer.

A package of course notes will replace the textbook as the central learning tool in the course, providing a "well-defined curriculum with no ambiguity," Busza said. The notes will tell students "in detail what they are supposed to learn."

The professors will "try to help the students as much as possible," Busza said. To provide additional instruction to students, many professors and teaching assistants will be available to assist the students every Thursday evening for two hours, according to Busza.

"Whether this experiment is a success or a failure depends to a large extent on the perception the students have," Busza said. It is "very important for the students to realize that this is different, and they should not be influenced by upperclassmen."

If the program is successful, it may be extended to all versions of 8.01 and Physics II (8.02).

ATTENTION STUDENT ATHLETIC CARD HOLDERS!

WHEN YOU RECEIVE YOUR NEW M.I.T. ID
DO NOT
THROW AWAY THE OLD ONE.

KEEP YOUR OLD ID CARD WITH THE ATHLETIC STICKER FOR ACCESS TO THE ATHLETIC FACILITIES.

What Is Better Than A Sloan School UROP?

The practical experience of working in the business office of The Tech.

The Business Department is seeking a responsible and dedicated individual who plans to pursue a career in management or marketing to fill an entry level position. This opening is on a track to the Business Manager position.

Organizational and planning skills are a must, but no previous business experience is required.

Call x8-TECH and leave your name and phone number for the business manager, or send e-mail to ads@the-tech.mit.edu. Sophomores only, please.
The MIT Folkdance Club presents
Beginners’ Nights
Come learn fabulous dances from many areas of the world!
Absolutely NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!!!
No partner needed, either!

International Folk Dancing:
Sunday, 20 February

Israeli Dancing:
Wednesday, 16 February

All Beginners’ Nights in La Sala de Puerto Rico
Second floor of the Student Center at 7:00 PM.

The MIT Folkdance Club presents
Beginners’ Nights
Come learn fabulous dances from many areas of the world!
Absolutely NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!!!
No partner needed, either!

International Folk Dancing:
Sunday, 20 February

Israeli Dancing:
Wednesday, 16 February

All Beginners’ Nights in La Sala de Puerto Rico
Second floor of the Student Center at 7:00 PM.
Basketball, from Page 16

shot 39 percent and WPI 32 percent. Both teams also did poorly at the line, shooting 54 percent and 55 percent, respectively.

Individually, guard Tammy A. Porter '94, Casserberg, and Ratliff tied for the halftime scoring lead with eight each.

In the second half, the lead changed hands numerous times as neither team could mount a run to put the game out of reach. WPI tied the game at 37-37 at 1:30 in the half. Then, MIT mounted a small run which gave them their biggest lead at 49-42 on a Casserberg field goal at 12:17. However, center Kim Landry tied the game again at 53-53 with 9 minutes left. For the next 7 minutes, one team would get a two point lead, but the other would quickly tie the game. MIT got its final lead on two free throws by Ratliff to lead 71-70 with 2:03 left. WPI scored the next four points to lead 74-71 before Doane tied the game at 74-74 with 10 seconds left.

On a questionable foul call, forward Cindy Moer went to the line for two shots. She made the first, and missed the second, giving WPI the win at 75-74 when MIT could not get a closing shot off before the clock expired.

The teams both shot poorly for the second half. MIT finished the game shooting 37 percent from the floor while WPI shot 36 percent. MIT improved its shooting from the line, ending the game at 59 percent. However, MIT lost the game on the boards, since WPI had seven more offensive rebounds, 28 to 21, and 12 more overall, totaling 66 to 54.

Individually, Casserberg led the team with 21 points while Ratliff finished with 17. Davis and Porter added 10 each. Casserberg also led the team with 11 boards while Ratliff added eight.

Head basketball coach Suzan Rowe commented about the WPI game. "We handled the press pretty well. ... The kids really played well. It didn't come down to the final free throws. It came to missed rebounds in the first half, turnovers."

The team will play today at Babson and Thursday at Rockwell Cage against Pine Manor College for its final home game.

The Hottest Spring Break North Of New York City!!

The Concord Resort, Kiamesha Lake, New York

Services: 8:15 a.m., 12:00 noon, 7:00 p.m.
Morning Prayer: 8:30 a.m. daily
**SPORTS**

**Ephs Run, Jump, and Throw Past Engineers**

By Daniel Wang

**UPCOMING HOME EVENTS**

---

**Women's Hoops Beats Suffolk, Loses to WPI at Last Second**

By Daniel Wang and Thomas Ketter

---

**UPCOMING HOME EVENTS**

---

**February 15, 1994**